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Course Objective
The iGrafx® Web Diagramming training course is designed to teach process modelers:
•

how to author process diagrams using BPMN notation as well as authoring “generic”
diagrams via the iGrafx® Platform’s web browser interface

•

how to check in and check out the web diagrams for maintenance

•

how historical versions of a web diagram are stored in the repository

•

how to compare multiple versions of a particular web diagram at a time, to understand
“what has changed”

If your organization is actively engaged in Business Modeling, students also learn to link these
web diagrams and corresponding shapes to existing Process objects in the repository. This enables
consumers of these diagrams to see other related information about the business process, such as:
RACI details, applicable Risks, Process Performance Indicators, and any Systems that support the
Process.
This course requires students to also take the iGrafx® Collaborative Process Management
(CPM) training class, which will enhance the student’s skills for managing repository content.
Some of the key topics discussed in that class include:
•

Cycle Management (i.e., Review, Approval, and Endorsement of web diagrams)

•

Reporting of repository content (e.g., List of diagrams currently in an Approval Cycle)

•

Resource Modeling (i.e., Creating a model of Organizations, Groups, and Roles that can
be leveraged as swimlanes in your web-based process diagrams)

•

Security
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The iGrafx® Platform
The iGrafx® Platform consists of a suite of products that provide a secured collaborative
environment which enables you to model, improve, simulate, automate, analyze the
performance, and manage the risks of your Business Processes.
The iGrafx® Platform also allows you to document the RACI relationships of these Processes, as
well as document how the Processes are related to other aspects of your enterprise, including:
Strategies, Goals, Organizations, Roles, Systems, Requirements, etc. All of this information can
be maintained and presented to the broader business community via the iGrafx® Platform’s webbased interface. Alternately, you can present the information to consumers by publishing to
various reporting formats, such as the iGrafx® Process Narrative report or by publishing your
models to PDF format.
The capabilities that are available to an iGrafx® Platform user at any particular time, vary
depending on 3 key factors:
•

the User Interface being used (i.e., an iGrafx® desktop client product or a web browser)

•

the License(s) assigned to the user, and

•

the Permissions granted to the user at the Server, Repository, and Repository Item levels

The matrix below lists the capabilities that are available to users, based on licensing. The
capabilities that are available to users, based on permissions, are discussed in Chapter 6.

The iGrafx® Platform includes a central server with one or more repositories to store content.
Process-related diagrams can be created and edited via the BPMN Web Diagramming capabilities
of iGrafx® or by using any of the following iGrafx® desktop client products, each requiring its own
license per user:
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iGrafx® FlowCharter™
iGrafx® FlowCharter™ is a robust software environment for process mapping and modeling
process behavior. FlowCharter’s built-in intelligence, ease of use, and correct-by-construction
functionality provide you the ability to quickly create professional-quality diagrams to aid in
visual communication, analysis, and documentation. FlowCharter includes specialized
functionality for process, Lean, BPMN, Cause and Effect, and other types of diagramming and
data capture.

iGrafx® Process™
iGrafx® Process™ is a robust environment for process mapping, process modeling, and process
simulation. iGrafx® FlowCharter™ functionality is included in iGrafx® Process™, providing the
interface to powerful process analysis capability. The iGrafx® Process™ user has access to
Discrete Event Simulation, as well as the comprehensive diagramming capabilities of iGrafx®
FlowCharter™.

iGrafx® Process™ for Six Sigma
iGrafx® Process™ for Six Sigma contains the complete functionality of iGrafx® Process™ plus
special capabilities for the Six Sigma methodology. The Six Sigma extensions include the ability
to fit real world data to a statistical function, to automatically create and run Design Of
Experiments (DOE), and an interface with Minitab® or JMP™ for statistical analysis.
Minitab is a trademark of Minitab Inc. JMP is a trademark of SAS Institute Inc.
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Accessing Repository Content
The iGrafx® Platform enables you to work in a collaborative environment by using Repositories to
store your documents. You can access repository content via any of our desktop client products
mentioned above or via the iGrafx® Platform’s web browser interface.

Repository access via an iGrafx® Desktop Client
If applicable, you can access repository content via the Explorer Bar which is accessible on any
icon on the Toolbar Toolbox. Once the
iGrafx® desktop client product, by first clicking the
Explorer Bar is open, you can click on the Repositories tab, as shown below:

Repository Access and Navigation via Browser
You may have one or more repositories defined for use in the iGrafx® Platform. Your System
Administrator will have enabled which repositories are available to you. In order to use a
repository, you must first connect to it. Your administrator should provide you with the following
information necessary to connect to the established repository that will be used for training:
 iGrafx® Platform URL
 Username
 Initial Password
To that end, follow the steps below to connect / log in to the training repository:
1.

In the Address bar of your browser enter the appropriate URL and press Enter. This
should display the iGrafx® Platform login screen:
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2.

For Username, enter the provided Username (case sensitive)

3.

For Password, enter the provided Password (case sensitive)

4.

Click the

command

Once you log in to the iGrafx® Platform, you can access the content of any repository (that you’ve
been given permission to access) via its repository tree. To access a repository tree, do the
following:
1.

icon on the upper left-hand side of the Platform Navigation pane to display the
Click the
Platform Navigation menu:

and then select the “Model” option:

Note: Clicking the
icon (right above the menu) will hide the Platform Navigation menu,
giving you more real estate space on your screen for viewing other items.
2.

Upon clicking the “Model” option, the last iGrafx® repository that you navigated to should
display in the form of a repository tree (as shown below). It is also possible that if you’ve
been given permission to access only one repository in the iGrafx® Platform, then the tree of
that repository should display automatically.
The screenshot below shows an example of a repository tree for a repository called
“Training”. Note that the ability to view the repository tree is determined by whether you
have the repository-level permission called View Repository Tree.
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You may choose to hide the repository tree to give you more room in your screen when
viewing items such as process diagrams. To hide the tree, click the bar that is called out by
the arrow in the screenshot above. To make the tree visible again, click the bar on the left
hand side of the screen (when visible).
If you’ve been given permission to access various repositories in the Platform, you can
navigate to another repository of your choice by doing the following:
A. Ensure that you’re in the “Model” section of the Platform (see step 1above).
B. Click the icon that appears next to your name on the upper right-hand side of the
Platform Navigation pane:

C. The following dialog window, with several options, will appear. Click the
display the Repository Selection dialog:

icon to

D. The Repository Selection dialog shows all the repositories that you have permission to
access. Select the repository you want to access. A sample Repository Selection dialog
is shown below:

E. Once you select the repository of your choice, iGrafx® will display its repository tree.
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Help on iGrafx®
All of the iGrafx® Solution products share the iGrafx® Help system. There are several ways to
access online documentation and other helpful information.

Product Help via the Client
Access product-specific information through the Help menu:

Product Help via the Browser
Once logged in to the Platform, you can access product-specific information by clicking the
icon next to your name (upper right-hand corner), and then selecting the About option, as shown
below:

Then, from the dialog below, select the VIEW HELP command:

Quick Reference Videos - Online
To access quick reference videos on various capabilities of iGrafx®, you can visit our YouTube
Channel at: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCjm2J0KR8l7AHXNjmnec1wA
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Chapter 2 : Creating
Web Diagrams

2
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Introduction
In this chapter, you will learn how to create and edit both, BPMN web diagrams and Generic web
diagrams. We will first focus on creating the following BPMN Web Diagram, which includes
sub-processes for two of the tasks (activities). Each sub-process will be accessed via a different
method. At the end of the chapter, once you’ve learned the mechanics for creating BPMN web
diagrams, you’ll leverage that knowledge for creating and editing Generic web diagrams.

Some of the BPMN concepts used in the diagram above are:


Pools (e.g., Customer, Our Process)



Lanes (e.g., Role A, Role B, Role C)



Message Events (e.g., Message Send, Message Receive)



Messages (e.g., Request, Request Fulfilled)



Phases



Exclusive Gateway (decision)



Collapsed Sub-Process shape



Call Activity shape



Free-form Text (e.g., “This task is rare”) that is connected to a Generic Task shape



Task shape with a Note indicator (e.g., Perform Task 4)

If you are unfamiliar with the BPMN notation, we strongly recommend that you first read the
following appendixes at the end of this Training Manual:
•

Appendix A: Glossary of BPMN Terms

•

Appendix B: BPMN Basics
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Creating / Editing BPMN Web Diagrams
Creating a BPMN Web Diagram Repository Item
Perform the following steps to create a BPMN web diagram:

1.

Using the Training repository tree, choose (highlight) a Folder where you wish to store your
BPMN web diagram. If you do not have a personal folder yet, create one.

2.

Once the folder name is highlighted, click the ADD command at the bottom of the repository
tree.

3.

Select Diagram for the Type

4.

Select the “Blank BPMN Diagram” option from the radio button

5.

For this exercise, type “Our Process” in the Name field

6.

Optionally enter a Summary

7.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by setting the checkbox accordingly

8.

Click the FINISH command

Looking at the repository tree, you should now see a new web diagram item within your folder and a
blank canvas should be displayed on the right-hand side (as shown below).
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On the tree, notice the small check mark on the icon in front of the diagram name (i.e.,
). This
indicates that the diagram is currently “Checked Out”. When an item is checked out by you, the name
of the item (diagram) is also shown in bold text. The bold text really becomes visible when the item
itself is not currently highlighted on the tree:

Changes to web diagrams can only be done when the diagrams are checked out and the changes can
only be done by the person who checked them out.
Notice that when you first start working with a BPMN web diagram, iGrafx® provides you with a
palette of shapes that includes all the BPMN-compliant shapes. These shapes are organized in a
Shape Library called BPMN All – as shown below:

Given the numerous shapes and the amount of real estate space occupied by this large palette, you
may want to switch to a different Shape Library (via the dropdown list) to the more concise palette;
namely, BPMN Core:

If you have any custom Shape Libraries stored in the iGrafx® repository, you can make them
available to any BPMN web diagram that is currently open (checked out). This is done by clicking
the icon on the right hand side of the shape palette and then selecting the “Add Shape Libraries”
option:

Once the custom Shape Library has been added to the diagram, it becomes available via the
dropdown list. Below is an example of a custom Shape Library named My Shape Library that has
been made available via the dropdown list:
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No matter which Shape Library you use, you can click the
the visibility of the palette of shapes.

icon at any time to toggle ON or OFF

Adding Pools and Lanes
Perform the steps below to add a Pool to your diagram:
1. In the Shape Palette, click down on the Pool object and keep your left mouse button
down

2. Drag the cursor to the diagramming canvas
3. Release the left-mouse button in a location where the whole Pool will be visible
4. Click the Pool header (see below) and then type “Our Process”. Click outside the edit
box when done.

Label Pools with participant (e.g. business unit), process names or resource names.
5. Add two more lanes to the Pool by clicking the Pool header and then click the
(on the Pool border) twice. Your diagram should look like this:
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Labeling Lanes and Using Hints
Perform the steps below to provide a name (i.e., label) for the Lanes in your diagram:
1. Click the top Lane header to highlight it
2. Type “Role A” as its name
NOTE: As you start typing the label for the Lane, iGrafx® automatically does a ‘typeahead’ search and tries to match the string that you’ve already typed with any resource
object(s) that already exist in your repository (whose object names contain that string). If
your repository were to contain resource objects that match the string, a repository icon and a
down arrow would appear (as shown below). This tells you that there are repository
resource objects that match the given string. If there are no matching resource objects,
then the repository icon will not appear and your Lane label will be whatever string
you entered.
In the event you want to choose from potential repository matches, you would click the
down arrow next to the repository icon, and select the item you want from the list of options:

iGrafx® refers to the list of suggestions as “Hints”. The screenshot below shows 5 hints:

If you were to select a resource object from the list of options, the Lane of your diagram
indicating that the
would then be displayed with the object name and a Resource icon
Lane is “Describing” a repository resource (as shown below). In addition, the “Describes”
dialog is displayed showing relationships on the Described object. In the screenshot below,
you can see an example where “Role A” is an existing resource object.
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In the example depicted above, if the repository resource named “Role A” is renamed to
something else, the Lane in your diagram will be automatically updated.
To close the Describes dialog, click the
3.

icon.

Repeat steps 1 and 2 above to label the middle Lane “Role B” and the bottom Lane “Role
C”.

Your diagram should look similar to the one below (assuming no corresponding resource objects
were found and selected from the repository):

NOTE: The topic of adding Resource objects to your repository is covered in another training
course.

Adding Generic Events and Task Shapes
Perform the steps below to add a ‘Start’ event and some generic task shapes (i.e., activities) to
your process diagram:
1.

In the Shape Palette, click down on the “Generic Event” shape and keep your left mouse
button down

2.

Drag the cursor to the “Role A” lane, just right of the text

3. Release the left-mouse button. The diagram should look similar to this:
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Begin and end BPMN process flows with an Event (circle) shape.
4.

Add a second shape by clicking the Event shape and then clicking the green icon on the right
face:

A new “Generic Task” shape and connection line are added:

5.

Provide a label for the new shape:
 With the new shape still highlighted, type “Perform Task”
 Click outside the edit box
The diagram should look similar to this:

Label “Task” shapes with a “Verb Noun” text phrase
6.

Add a second Task shape using the “drag and add” method:
 Click the “Perform Task” shape
 Click down on the lower green dot and keep your left mouse button down
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Drag the cursor down past the “Role B” lane to the “Role C” lane
Release the left-mouse button
With the new shape highlighted, type “Perform Task Two”

The diagram should look similar to this:

Moving Shapes
You can move shapes in your web diagram via drag-and-drop or by using your arrow keys.
To move a shape via drag and drop:
 Click down on the “Perform Task” shape and keep your left mouse button down
 Drag the cursor in any direction
 Release the left-mouse button
To move a shape via arrow key
 Click a shape to highlight it
 Press any arrow key

Undo
You can undo moves or other actions that you have performed by typing CTRL-Z or use the
Edit→ Undo menu option:
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Adding Gateway Shapes
Gateways are used to control how process flows split and merge. If the flow does not need to be
controlled, then a Gateway is not needed. The Exclusive Gateway (decision) and Parallel
Gateway (join) are the two most commonly used Gateways and are available in the “Core”
BPMN palette.
Perform the following steps to add an Exclusive Gateway (decision) shape to the diagram:
1. In the Shape Palette, click down on the “Exclusive Gateway” shape and keep your left
mouse button pressed down.

2.

Now drag the cursor onto the diagram area and release it such that the selected Gateway is
placed on the right-hand side of the “Perform Task Two” shape (as shown below):

3.

With the Gateway highlighted, type “Do Role B Task?” and click outside the edit box. The
diagram should look similar to this:

4.

Connect the “Perform Task Two” shape to the Gateway by doing the following:
 Click “Perform Task Two” task shape
 Click the green dot on the right face
 Click outside the highlighted line

5.

The diagram should look similar to this:

Gateway Warning Messages
To maintain conformance with the BPMN standard, warning icons ( ) may appear while creating a
diagram (see screenshot above). If you click on the waning icon, the following message is
displayed:
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The warning message indicates that the Exclusive Gateway is missing at least one sequence flow
(line) coming out of it. To remove the warning, you must draw the necessary sequence flows, as to
account for every “case” that pertains to the Exclusive Gateway.

Moving a Gateway Label
Before adding the Gateway’s outgoing sequence flow, you’ll move the Gateway label from above to
beneath the Gateway. You are doing this because one of the sequence flows will exit the top of the
Gateway.
1. Click down on the “Do Role B Task?” label (NOT THE SHAPE) and keep your left
mouse button down.

2. Drag the cursor to beneath the Gateway
3. Release the left-mouse button
The diagram should look similar to this:

Adding Gateway Sequence Flows
To add the sequence flows that come out of Gateways, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Gateway shape
2. Click the green dot at the top face of the Gateway. This will automatically draw a
sequence flow line (with the Yes option) to the Activity shape above it.
3. Click the green dot at the right face of the Gateway. This will automatically draw a
sequence flow line (with the No option) to the Activity shape to the right of it.
4. Note that the warning icon disappeared because you have accounted for the two sequence
flows from the Gateway.
NOTE: If you draw a sequence flow line from a Decision Gateway shape and then
notice that the flow line displays the ‘wrong’ Gateway option (e.g., it shows “No” but
you want it to show “Yes”), all you have to do is select the sequence flow line (i.e., to
highlight it) and then press your space bar. Pressing the space bar while a Gateway
sequence flow line is highlighted, will cause iGrafx® to toggle through all the available
options configured for the Gateway. Once the ‘correct’ gateway option is displayed,
you can move on.
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5. If necessary, move the shape in the “Role B” lane so that it lies entirely within the lane
6. Label the new shapes “Perform Task 3” and “Perform Task 4” as shown below:

Changing or Adding “Cases” on Exclusive Gateways
To change or add new options (cases) for Exclusive Gateways perform the following steps:
1. Click the Gateway shape to highlight it
2. On the left frame, click the Diagramming Properties button

3.

Under the “Cases” section, edit the “Yes” and “No” text as desired:

4.

To create additional cases (e.g., you are creating a Gateway with three paths), click the
“Add case” button
to close the dialog
Click the Diagramming Properties button

5.

Using the Add lines Tool
To enable the Add lines tool, click the icon circled below the menu bar:

We’ll use the Add lines tool to connect two shapes on your diagram:
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1.

Place your cursor in the middle of the right face of “Perform Task 3” shape:

2.
3.

Left-click down and keep the left mouse button down
Drag the cursor to the top of “Perform Task 4” as shown:

4.
5.

Release the left-mouse button
Click the Add lines tool icon

again to return to regular editing mode

The diagram should look similar to this:

Selecting Multiple Shapes
When editing a diagram, you may need to select multiple diagram shapes for moving, deleting,
or aligning purposes.
Before using the Select Tool, you will move a shape out of alignment and later use the Arrange
command align three shapes:
1. Click the “Perform Task 4” shape
2. Press the down arrow key twice so the diagram looks similar to this:

3. Click the Edit  Lasso Select Tool from the menu:
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4. Place the cursor below and right of the “Perform Task 4” shape:

5. Left-click down and keep the left mouse button down
6. Drag the cursor above and left of “Perform Task Two” to highlight (“lasso select”)
shapes as shown below:

7. Release the left-mouse button
Leave the shapes selected and proceed to the next section.

Arranging and Aligning Shapes
To arrange the previously-selected shapes so that they align (horizontally) with respect to the
middle of the 3 selected shapes, perform the following steps:
1.

From the menu, select the Arrange  Align option:

2.
3.

Select the “Align Middle” menu option
To unselect, click outside the selected region

The “Perform Task 4” shape should now be realigned with the other two shapes in the swimlane:
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Artifacts
Artifacts provide additional information about the process to help explain and document the flow.
They do not influence the sequence flow. There are three commonly used artifact types:




Text
Note
Annotation

Adding Text
To add free-form text on your diagram, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Add Text tool (circled below the menu bar):

2. Click the diagram above the “Perform Task 3” shape
3. Type “This task is rare” then click outside the edit box. The diagram should look like
this:

4. Click the Add Text tool icon

again to return to regular editing mode

Connecting Text to a Shape via a Line
To draw a connecting line from your free-form text to a shape, perform the following steps:
below the menu bar
1. Click the Add lines tool icon
2. Place your cursor at the bottom middle of the “This task is rare” text:

3. Left-click down and keep the left mouse button down
4. Drag the cursor to the top of “Perform Task 3” as shown:
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5. Release the left-mouse button
again to return to regular editing mode. Then click anywhere
Click the Add lines tool icon
to unselect the connecting line.

The diagram now contains two line styles:



Solid lines denoting sequence flow
Dotted lines denoting a text artifact associated to a shape

Adding a Note
Notes are an effective tool for adding supplemental documentation (e.g. detailed instructions,
methods and procedures, etc.) to a shape.
To add a note to one of the shapes in your diagram, perform the following steps:
1.

Click the “Perform Task 4” shape to highlight it

2.
3.

in the left frame to open the Note dialog box
Click the Note Tool
Type the note shown below:

4.
5.

to close the dialog box
Click the Note Tool
A Note indicator is now displayed on the bottom left hand side of the shape:

Displaying a Note and Closing the Note Dialog Box
To view the note of a shape, click the Note indicator next to the shape:
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Then click the Note Tool

on the left frame to close the Note dialog box.

Adding an Annotation
Annotations are useful during Review Cycles when users want to make comments at a specific
location on a diagram. It is possible to give users Annotation capability without Authoring
permissions. Refer to the iGrafx® Platform’s Security Model documentation for further details.
To add an annotation, perform the following steps:
1. Click the Add Annotations tool (circled below the menu bar):

2. Move the cursor over the “Perform Task Two” shape:

3. Move the cursor outside the left face of the shape as shown

4. Click the diagram
5. In the Annotation dialog, type “Perhaps Role B should perform this task?”

6. Click OK
7. An annotation indicator is now visible in the location where you placed it:
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NOTE: The new annotation is associated with the “Perform Task Two” shape because
the cursor was hovered over the shape before adding the annotation. When the shape is
moved, the annotation will move with it.

Viewing and Deleting Annotation Text
Perform the following steps to view and delete Annotations:
1. To view the annotation: hover the cursor over the Annotation indicator:

2. To delete the annotation: click the Annotation indicator to open the Annotation dialog
and then click
:

Adding a Repository Link
In addition to artifacts, supplemental information about the process might be located in your
repository, the company intranet, or the Web. You can link to such supplemental information by
linking the whole shape label (or part of the shape label) to either a URL or a repository object such
as a Word document that is stored in your repository. In this section, you’ll see an example of how
to link the label of a shape to an existing Microsoft Word document stored in the repository.
NOTE: The topic of how to add non-iGrafx files (e.g. Word documents) to the iGrafx repository is
covered in a different course.
To link the shape label text to a repository file:
1. Click “Perform Task Two” to highlight the shape
2. Click the shape again to highlight the shape text

3. Click the Link icon
4. At the top of the dialog, click

(instead of URL)

5. Click
6. In the Search field, type the (partial) name of any Word document stored in your
repository. For the purpose of this example, let’s assume that there is already a
document in the repository called “Perform Task Two Instructions.docx”. In that case,
you can start typing a partial name, as shown below:
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7. As you type, the dialog will display any existing repository items whose name contains
the string that you’ve typed (e.g., type ahead search).
8. Click the applicable document name that appears as an option

9. Click CONFIRM SELECTION to select the document and to close the window
10. Click
NOTE: By editing the text in the “Text” box, you can change the label displayed inside
the shape. For now, don’t edit the text. The shape label text is drawn blue to indicate
the existence of a (hyper)link:

Opening a Repository Link
To open a repository link, perform the following steps:
1. Click the “Perform Task Two” label text

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Click
The “Perform Task Two Instructions.docx” file is highlighted in the repository tree
In the right frame, click
The next dialog will vary depending on the browser used, click Open to display the file
Close the Word document

Adding a Web Link
In the previous sections we discussed links to a repository item. In this section, we will link an object
in your diagram to a URL (i.e., web link).
As an example, to link the free-form text in your diagram to a URL, perform the following steps:
1.

Click twice on the free-form text “This task is rare” to make the link tool
shown below:
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2.

Double-click the word “task” so that only that word is highlighted:

3.
4.
5.
6.

above the text
Click the Link icon
In the URL field, type “www.dictionary.com/browse/task”
Click
Click outside the text field

You have linked the diagram word “Task” to a Web dictionary definition. Web URLs can be
associated with any diagram text. Users can open the linked web page using the same method
used to open linked repository files.

Zooming
You can control the zooming level of your diagram by manually entering a percentage in the Zoom
Level field, which is found on the right-hand side of the menu bar, as shown below. Alternately, if
your mouse has a scroll wheel, you can turn your mouse wheel up or down while holding down the
Ctrl key to control the zoom level.

Moving a Pool
You can control the location of the Pools by performing the following steps:
1.

Zoom out so that there is empty space on the side of the Pool:

2.
3.

Click down on the Pool header “Our Process” and keep your left mouse button down
Drag the cursor left until the Pool header is near the left Toolbar

4.

Release the left-mouse button
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Growing the Pool
The following steps will grow the Pool to make space available for additional shapes.
1.

Click down on the right edge of the Pool and keep your left mouse button down

2.

Drag the cursor right until there is room for two additional shapes within the swimlane to
the right of “Perform Task 4”, as shown below:

3.
4.

Release the left-mouse button
In the same manner, also grow the Pool downward so that there is room for shapes under
“Perform Task 4”

Adding a Second Pool
Currently, the diagram only contains one Pool named “Our Process”. In this section, you will add a
second Pool to the diagram, named Customers.
Use the knowledge you have gained to perform the following steps:
1.
2.

Zoom out so that there is space for another Pool above the existing Pool
Add the Pool, position it, name it “Customer”, and grow it so that your diagram looks like
this:
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Collapsed Sub-Process Shapes versus Call Activity Shapes
When a process contains multiple levels of detail, it is necessary to decompose some of its high-level
tasks (activities) into their own sub-process diagrams; thus, creating a hierarchy of process diagrams.
You can choose to store these sub-process diagrams in the same “file” as the ‘parent’ diagram or you
can choose to store each sub-process diagram in its own “file”. Either way, linking the parent
diagram to all applicable sub-process diagrams is important to enable navigation (drill-down)
capabilities.
If you want to store the sub-process diagram in the same “file” as the parent diagram, you should use
the “Collapsed Sub-Process” shape from the Palette to enable the linking between both diagrams.
If you want to store the sub-process diagram in a separate “file” (from its parent), you should use the
“Call Activity” shape from the Palette to enable the linking between both diagrams.
The Sub-Process shape and the Call Activity shape can only invoke a BPMN Web Diagram. That is,
they cannot invoke process diagrams that are in igx (iGrafx) files.

Adding a Collapsed Sub-Process Shape
To add a Collapsed Sub-Process shape to the diagram, perform the following steps:
1.

Drag and drop a Collapsed Sub-Process shape from the palette to the diagram next to
“Perform Task 4”

2.

Type “Collapsed Sub-Process” for the shape label

3.
4.

Connect “Perform Task 4” with “Collapsed Sub-Process”
icon on the Collapsed Sub-Process shape to create a new diagram for the
Click the Link
sub-process. Note that the new diagram will be stored in the same file as the parent
diagram.
Add the shapes shown below to represent the activities for the sub-process:

5.

Note the “bread crumbs” path that shows the parent and child processes
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6.

At the top of the frame, click

to return to the parent diagram

Adding a Call Activity Shape
To add a Call Activity shape to the diagram, perform the following steps.

1. With “Our Process” displayed, drag and drop a “Call Activity” shape from the palette to the
diagram directly under the “Sub-Process” shape

2. Label the new shape “Call Activity”.
3.

Connect the Sub-Process shape to the Call Activity shape with a flow (line). The diagram
should look similar to this:

4.

Click the “Call Activity” shape to highlight it and then click the Diagramming Properties
button

5.
6.

to open the dialog box:

Leave the “Call a Process (Another BPMN Diagram)” radio button selected
. This will cause the Choose Object dialog to
Under “Diagram to Call” click
appear, as shown below:

NOTE: The Choose Object dialog allows you to search for the target diagram by typing a search
criterion in the edit box to narrow down search results. Alternately, you can turn ON the Show
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Tree widget (as shown above) to display all folder structures, currently in the repository, that
contain BPMN Web Diagrams. For this step, if you do not already have another BPMN Web
Diagram in the repository to choose from (very likely), close the dialog and create a new
BPMN Web Diagram called “Call Activity”. Then, come back to this step so that you can
select that diagram and link it to the Call Activity shape.
7.
8.

9.

Once you’ve chosen the diagram and linked it to the Call Activity shape, click the
Diagramming Properties button to close the dialog.
icon on the “Call Activity” shape. The
To verify that the link is working, click the Link
“Call Activity” diagram that you created should now be displayed, and its location in the
repository is highlighted in the repository tree.
Click the browser’s Back button to return to “Our Process” diagram.

Adding an End Event
To add an End Event, do the following steps:
1.

Drag and drop a “Generic Event” shape from the palette to the diagram next to the “Call
Activity” shape

2.

Connect the “Call Activity” shape to the Event and type “End” for the shape label

Note that iGrafx® detects the incoming sequence flow to the Event shape and automatically
draws a thick border to indicate that it’s an “End Event”. The label provides additional
clarity but is not required. You can also label the first Event shape “Start”.

Adding a Message Receive Event
Your diagram now shows the order that activities are performed in the process. This is the Sequence
Flow displayed by solid line connections between shapes.
Next, you will add Message Flows to represent communication with another process participant –
the Customer in this example. A Message Flow is drawn with dashed lines. iGrafx® automatically
draws the correct style of flow line for you.
BPMN notation mandates that Sequence Flows cannot cross Pool boundaries and Message Flows
cannot connect objects within the same Pool.
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First, you will add a Message Flow to represent communication from the “Customer” Pool to the
“Our Process” Pool. To that end:
1.

below the menu bar, then place the cursor on the “Customer”
Click the Add lines tool
Pool border directly above the Start shape:

2.
3.

Left-click down and keep the left mouse button down
Drag the cursor to the top of “Start” shape as shown:

4.
5.
6.

Release the left-mouse button
again to return to regular editing mode
Click the Add lines tool
The diagram should look similar to this:

7.

If the line isn’t straight, click the line to select it, then drag and drop the “Customer” Pool
end point.
Select the line if it is not selected and type “Request”
Click outside the text box and the diagram should look similar to this:

8.
9.
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10. The Line Text “Request” communicates the message that is being sent from the “Customer”
to this process.
11. Click the “Start” shape to highlight it
12. On the right frame, click the Diagramming Properties button
13. Change the BPMN Event Type drop-down to “Message Receive”, as shown below:

14. The “Start” shape is changed to indicate a “Message Receive” Event:

15. Click the Diagramming Properties button

to hide the dialog box.

Adding a Message Send Event
Next, you’ll draw a Message line to communicate to the Customer that the request is fulfilled.

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

, to draw a line (preferably straight) from the “End” shape to the
Using the Add lines tool
bottom border of the “Customer” Pool
again to return to regular editing mode
Click the Add lines tool
Click away from the line to unselect the line
Click the line to highlight it (yes, unselect followed by select is a bit odd)
Type “Request Fulfilled” then click outside the line
Move the “Request Fulfilled” label so that it appears right below the Customer Pool
Click the “End” shape to highlight it

8.
9.

On the left frame, click the Diagramming Properties button
Change the BPMN Event Type drop-down to “Message Send”

1.

10. Click the Diagramming Properties button

to hide the dialog

Your diagram should look similar to this:
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When adding text, use the Enter key to make a newline within the text.

Adding Phases (Milestones)
In addition to Pools and Lanes, diagrams can contain Phases that partition a process into groups of
activities that represent logical milestones or stages within the process. These partitions can be
defined for each Pool in the diagram.
To add Phases:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

at the top of the
Click the “Our Process” Pool header to display a phase line indicator
Pool
Click down on the indicator and keep your left mouse button down
Drag the cursor left or right to position the phase border
Release the left-mouse button to create two phases
Repeat steps 1-4 to add a 3rd Phase to the “Our Process” Pool
Now create the same 3 Phases for the Customer Pool and make sure they align with the
Phases on the “Our Process” Pool

Your diagram should look something like this:

To label a Phase:
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1.
2.
3.

Click the Phase header
Type text to specify an appropriate label
Click outside the label

Move Phase borders using these methods:
 Move shapes with Phase border: Place your cursor over the phase line and then drag and
dropping to a new location.
 Leave shapes in place: Hold the shift key down and then drag and drop the border to a new
location.
To delete a Phase, click the applicable Phase header and choose Edit →Delete or press the Delete
key.

Custom Properties
If configured by your repository administrator, shapes on diagrams can have custom properties and
relationships that provide information about the task that the shape represents. By default, there are
no shape custom properties.
is available on the left frame. To populate custom properties, you
The Custom Properties Icon
would first select a shape and then click the Custom Properties icon to manage the custom properties
of that shape, as shown below:

As an example, the screenshot below shows four Custom Properties that are available:
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Note that the custom property fields are displayed differently depending on the custom property
type. In the above example:
• Performer is a text field
• Attachments is a link to non-iGrafx documents that are stored in the repository
• Business Owners is one or more text fields
• Cost is a number
When finished entering property values, click the Custom Properties icon
dialog.
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Generic Web Diagrams
So far, we’ve been focusing on creating and editing a BPMN web diagram. As noted earlier, iGrafx®
also allows you to author Generic diagrams via the web. It turns out, that the mechanics used for
creating and editing Generic web diagrams and its various constructs are basically the same as the
mechanics used for BPMN web diagrams. However, there are some subtle differences when you first
create the diagram and when you want to link diagrams to sub-process shapes; everything else is
basically the same. For this reason, we only focus on illustrating these key differences in the 2 sections
below:

Creating a Generic Web Diagram Repository Item
When you create a Generic web diagram, you must choose “Generic” as the diagram type (instead of
BPMN). As a result, the default Shape Library that is presented to you is more suitable for Generic
web diagrams. This is illustrated in the steps for creating a Generic web diagram, described below:

1.

Using the repository tree, select/highlight a folder where you wish to store your Generic web
diagram. If you do not have such a folder yet, create one.

2.

Once the folder name is highlighted, click the ADD command at the bottom of the repository
tree.

3.

Select Diagram for the Type

4.

Select the “Blank Generic Diagram” option from the radio button

5.

Enter a name for the diagram (e.g., “Order Fulfillment”) in the Name field

6.

Optionally enter a Summary

7.

Determine whether you want to ‘watch’ this object by setting the checkbox accordingly

8.

Click the FINISH command

Looking at the repository tree, you should now see a new web diagram item within your folder and a
blank canvas should be displayed on the right-hand side (as shown below).
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Notice that when you first start working with a Generic web diagram, iGrafx® provides you with a
palette of shapes that are organized in a Shape Library called Basic Shapes - as shown below:

Similar to BPMN web diagrams, if you have any custom Shape Libraries stored in the iGrafx®
repository, you can make them available to any Generic web diagram that is currently open (checked
out). This is done by clicking the icon on the right hand side of the shape palette and then selecting
the “Add Shape Libraries” option:

Once the custom Shape Library has been added to the diagram, it becomes available via the
dropdown list. Below is an example of a custom Shape Library named My Shape Library that has
been made available via the dropdown list:

Again, similar to BPMN web diagrams, no matter which Shape Library you use, you can click the
icon at any time to toggle ON or OFF the visibility of the palette of shapes.

Linking Sub-Process Shapes in a Generic Web Diagram
One of the most common ways to represent a sub-process in a non-BPMN process diagram is to use
the
shape. Chances are, that if you paint this shape on a process diagram, you will also want to
create a link from the shape to the actual diagram that depicts the steps of the sub-process.
Establishing the link will allow you to quickly navigate (i.e., “drill down”) to the sub-process diagram
by clicking on the
shape. To that end, both, the process diagram and the sub-process diagram
need to be distinct items in the iGrafx® repository. Specifically, if you use this shape, both diagrams
should be Generic web diagrams.
The screenshot below shows a Generic web diagram that depicts a high level “Order Fulfillment”
shapes:
process. As such, it includes several sub-process
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To create a link for a sub-process shape (e.g., Procure Item), perform the following steps:
1.

Make sure that the diagram that depicts the sub-process in question already exists. That is,
the sub-process diagram should already be checked in the iGrafx® repository.

2.

Double click the label of the sub-process shape. This will launch some options that enable
you to format the label of the shape and to create a link for it:

3.

Click on the

4.

As you can see, the link dialog shows that no link currently exists for this shape. To
establish the link, click

5.

Now click

6.

On the Choose Object dialog, click the Show Tree option to turn ON the tree widget. The
tree widget allows you to search for the sub-process diagram by showing the repository
folder structure. You can also enter the (partial) diagram name in the Edit box and click the
icon to start the search. Once you find the diagram, click the checkbox in front of the
command to return to the
diagram name to select it. Then, click on the
Choose Object dialog:

7.

On the Choose Object dialog, click the

8.

The label of the sub-process shape now appears as a link. Clicking on it will launch the subprocess diagram:

icon to display the Link dialog:
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Chapter 3 : Viewing,
Managing, Printing, and
Exporting Web Diagrams

3
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Viewing Diagrams / View Diagram Mode
This section describes how to control the diagram viewing capabilities in iGrafx® via the View
Diagram Mode, which can be enabled (ON) or disabled (OFF). By default, the View Diagram
Mode is turned OFF when a web-based diagram is highlighted/selected in the repository
tree. You can turn/toggle the View Diagram Mode ON or OFF, as you please.
When the View Diagram Mode is OFF, iGrafx® allows users to examine aspects of the selected
diagram as a whole, such as its Purpose, a Summary description, RACI details, Custom Properties,
and Historical (version) information. Users cannot see the graphical aspects of the diagram when
the View Diagram Mode is OFF. Users must explicitly turn the View Diagram Mode ON (as
explained later on) to actually view the graphical diagram.
When the View Diagram Mode is ON, it allows users to view the graphical aspects of the selected
diagram component. It also allows users to examine the details about any enterprise objects and
relationships being described by the overall diagram, its individual shapes, and/or lanes and pools
that are depicted on the diagram. You can also view, add, and delete Annotations to the diagram
when the View Diagram Mode is ON.

Turning the View Diagram Mode ON
To view the graphical aspects of a diagram, perform the following steps:
1.

Select/highlight the applicable web diagram (BPMN or Generic) in the repository tree.

2.

On the right-hand pane, select the Diagram tab. As previously noted, the View Diagram
Mode is turned OFF by default. For this reason, you cannot see the graphical aspects of
the diagram you selected (yet).

3.

To turn the View Diagram Mode ON, click the

4.

Once you click the
command, the actual diagram will appear. An example
is shown on the next page (see callout ):
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Turning the View Diagram Mode OFF
To turn the View Diagram Mode OFF, click the
icon on the upper left hand corner of the right
above). Doing so, will allow you to go back and access other aspects of the
pane (see callout
diagram item, such as, its History and general details such as Summary and Purpose:
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Managing Web Diagrams
Managing web diagrams (BPMN or Generic) involve checking them out of the repository for
editing, checking them back in when changes are done, looking at the history of changes, and even
comparing versions of the diagrams side-by-side. This section covers these topics and provides
information regarding the ability to submit these diagrams for review, approval, and endorsement which is known in iGrafx® as Cycle Management.

Check In
Use the “Check In” command once you’ve completed the diagram edits and are ready to Check In
(save) changes into the repository. This will create a new version of the diagram while retaining
older versions (history) for viewing if necessary.
Follow the steps indicated below to Check In your diagram:
1.

Using the repository tree, select/highlight the diagram that you want to check in.

2.

Once the diagram is selected, you have two ways of checking in the diagram:

3.

command

a.

If the View Diagram Mode is OFF, then you can click on the
on the right-hand side of the tree:

b.

If the View Diagram Mode is ON, then select the File  Check In menu
option:

In the Check In dialog, you can enter a comment to document the types of changes that
command:
were made to the diagram. When done, click on the
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Check Out
Use the “Check Out” command to modify existing repository diagrams.
Follow the steps indicated below to Check Out your diagram:
1.

Using the repository tree, select/highlight the diagram that you want to check out.

2.

Once the diagram is selected, you have two ways of checking out the diagram:
a.

If the View Diagram Mode is OFF, then you can click on the
command on the right-hand side of the tree:

b.

If the View Diagram Mode is ON, then select the File  Check Out menu
option:

Undo Check-Out
If you have not modified a web diagram that you checked-out, or do not want to check in changes
you’ve made, you may wish to undo (cancel) the checked-out status of the item.
Follow the steps indicated below to ‘Undo Check Out’ of your diagram:
1.

Using the repository tree, select/highlight the diagram that is currently checked out, for
which you want to cancel its checked-out status.

2.

Once the diagram is selected, you have two ways of undoing the check out:
a.

If the View Diagram Mode is OFF, then you can click the
command on the right-hand side of the tree:
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b.

If the View Diagram Mode is ON, then select the File  Undo Check Out
menu option:

When you ‘undo the check out’ of an item, you will lose any changes you have made after you
checked the item out. iGrafx® will warn you of this potential loss of changes.

Version History
Every time someone checks-in a web diagram in the repository, iGrafx® creates a new version of
the diagram. You can view the history of all versions via the History tab, as shown below
(provided that the View Diagram Mode is OFF). The History tab also allows you to launch any
version of the diagram so you can view it.

The screenshot above shows the History of a diagram named Our Process. The data in the tab
shows that there are currently 6 versions of this diagram; namely:


the version that’s currently checked out; hence, named “Working Draft”



five prior versions that were checked in:


Version 5



Version 4



Version 3



Version 2



Version 1
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Comparing Versions of Web Diagrams
iGrafx® gives you the ability to compare a particular version of a web diagram (BPMN or
Generic) to another version in order to determine “what has changed” between versions. This is
enabled by providing you with a Compare command for each version of the diagram, as shown in
the History tab. Note that this functionality is available when the View Diagram Mode is OFF:

Based on the data shown above, let’s say you want to compare the “Working Draft” version of the
diagram to the last version that was checked in the repository (i.e., Version 5). That way, you can
visually see the pending changes (i.e., those you’ve made so far but have not checked in yet). To
do this scenario, you would first click the COMPARE command that corresponds to the “Working
Draft” line item. Upon clicking the COMPARE command, iGrafx® presents you with the
following dialog, where you would choose Version 5 via the dropdown list, and then you would
click the
command:

command will launch the Comparison View page. The
Clicking the
screenshot on the next page shows a ‘custom’ view of the Comparison View page. It is a custom
view because:
we have chosen to Minimize (hide) the descriptive details of the changes so that we can
focus only on the graphical changes; that is, we want to see any:
o

addition of graphical items, represented by

o

removal of graphical items, represented by

o

resizing of graphical items, represented by

o

movement of graphical items, represented by

o

addition/removal of notes, represented by a green or red
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we have chosen to show the Filtering options so we can choose which types of changes to
display (e.g., Add, Move, Remove, Resize) directly on the actual diagrams while viewing both
versions. Clicking the Filter icon again will close the window showing the options

we have chosen to display both diagrams “side by side” (Version 5 is on the left hand side)

NOTE: To close the Comparison View page, click the
icon.

command next to the

Comparison View

Based on the screenshot above, we can see that the following changes are “pending” via the
Working Draft version of the diagram (when compared to Version 5):
1. The original Phases (from Version 5) were removed from the Our Process Pool.
2. New Phases were added to both, the Customer Pool and the Our Process Pool. These are
visible in the Working Draft version.
3. The Customer Pool was resized (enlarged) in the Working Draft version.
4. The Exclusive Gate (decision) was moved in the Working Draft version.
5. A Note was added (i.e., green note icon) to the “Perform Task 4” shape in the Working
Draft version.
6. The original flow line (from Version 5) that connected the Call Activity shape with the
Send Message Event shape was removed and no longer appears in the Working Draft
version.
7. A new flow line was added that connects the Call Activity shape with the Send Message
Event shape in the Working Draft version.
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Cycle Management of Web Diagrams
The iGrafx® Platform has the capability to manage repository items through a cycle of review,
approval, and endorsement.
Cycle management allows users to actively participate in ensuring that repository content is the
best that it can be. Users can do the following:
1.

Review content for correctness.

2.

Vote on which items in the repository should be designated as “approved,” and thus to be
able to limit users to viewing only approved items in the repository.

3.

Provide an “endorsement” that the item has been viewed and understood.

Your Administrator can set up email notifications to users about cycle management actions such
as review, approval, or endorsement that needs to occur, when a cycle is canceled or complete.
Having email notifications configured also allows scheduling cycles to occur at specific points in
time or on a recurring basis. In addition, users can choose to ‘watch’ items in the repository. If
you choose to watch an item, you’re basically ‘subscribing’ to be emailed when certain changes to
that item occur in the repository; such as when an item is modified (checked in), approved, or
annotated. This allows individuals or groups to be aware of, and involved in, the necessary actions
on an item.
The iGrafx® Collaborative Process Management (CPM) training course and manual provide
detailed information about configuring and triggering Cycle Management. For this reason, we do
not cover this topic here.
However, you should be aware that it is via the Manage Cycles tab of a web diagram (BPMN or
Generic) where you would see whether the diagram is currently in the middle of a Review,
Approval, or Endorsement Cycle. The screenshot below shows that the Our Process web diagram
is currently in a Review Cycle. If you expand that section of the screen, you would be able to see
additional details:
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Page Setup and Printing
Page Setup
Users who want to create a PDF of a web diagram have options to control how pages will separate and
be sized via the File  Page Setup menu option. This menu option is only available when the
diagram is checked out and it is visible (i.e., the View Diagram Mode is ON):

Printing
Printing is performed indirectly via Adobe PDF format. You need an Adobe program installed on your
computer that can open and print PDF files. Follow these steps to print your web diagrams:



Ensure the diagram in question is visible (i.e., View Diagram Mode is ON)
From the menu bar, select the File  Print to PDF option:

What happens next depends on the browser used. In Internet Explorer, a message bar similar to the one
below will appear:

If using Internet Explorer:
1.
Click Open
2.
The diagram should appear in Adobe Reader or a similar tool
3.
Print the diagram from Adobe Reader
.
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Export and Import (to/from BPMN XML)
BPMN web diagrams can be exported to a BPMN XML file format that meets BPMN 2.0
specifications. As such, these exported files will have a .bpmn file extension. Files with such
extensions are useful for diagram interchange between:
•
•

Your iGrafx® and 3rd party tools
Separate iGrafx® Repositories and/or Platforms

Exporting to BPMN XML
To export a BPMN web diagram to BPMN XML format, do the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Using the Repository tree, highlight/select the BPMN web diagram item you wish to export
Make sure the diagram is visible on the right-hand side of the repository tree (i.e., turn the
View Diagram Mode ON)
From the menu bar, select the File  Export to File option and then turn ON the
“EXPORT TO BPMN XML” checkbox. Then click the EXPORT command:

In the subsequent dialog, save the file in an appropriate location

Importing from BPMN XML
To import a BPMN XML file into an iGrafx® repository, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

6.
7.

Using the Repository Tree, select/highlight the repository folder where you wish to import
the diagram.
At the bottom of the repository tree, click the ADD command
Select “Diagram” as the Type (see screenshot below)
Select the “Import from File” option from the Details radio button
Click the CHOOSE FILE command

Browse for the applicable file (with .bpmn file extension) and select it.
Click the FINISH command to import the file into the repository (in the selected folder
location)
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Export and Import (to/from IGXW)
Web diagrams (BPMN and Generic) can be exported while maintaining their native iGrafx® web
diagram format. These exported files, which will have a .igxw file extension, can be thought of as
‘templates’. Templates can be leveraged to create new web diagrams in the repository. There are a
few things to keep in mind when using this capability, as described below:
If you export and import the igxw file, and stay within the same Repository:
• Your repository linkages like Describes IDs, Call Activity IDs, Object links in text and notes,
and Shape Library linkages are preserved upon Import.
If you export and import the igxw file to/from different Repositories or Platforms:
• Your repository linkages like Describes IDs, Call Activity IDs, Object links in text and notes,
and Shape Library linkages are stripped out upon Import.

Exporting to IGXW
To export a web diagram to IGXW format, do the following:
1.
2.
3.

4.

Using the Repository Tree, select/highlight the web diagram item you wish to export.
Make sure the diagram itself is visible on the right-hand side of the repository tree (i.e., turn the
View Diagram Mode ON)
From the menu bar, select the File  Export to File option and then turn ON the “EXPORT TO
IGXW” checkbox. Then click the EXPORT command:

Some browsers may automatically save the file in your Downloads folder; otherwise, choose the
location where you want to store the exported file.

Importing from IGXW (to create a new web diagram)
To import a .igxw file to create a new web diagram in an iGrafx® repository, do the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Using the Repository Tree, select/highlight the repository folder where you wish to create the new
web diagram (based on the template igxw file)
At the bottom of the repository tree, click the ADD command
Select “Diagram” as the Type (see screenshot below)
Select the “Import from File” option from the Details radio button
Click the CHOOSE FILE command
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6.
7.

Browse for the applicable file (with .igxw extension) and select it.
Click the FINISH command to create the new web diagram in the selected folder location
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Converting BPMN web diagrams to igx
If you have an iGrafx® desktop client tool (e.g., FlowCharter) with direct visibility to an iGrafx®
repository that has web-based BPMN diagrams, you can create igx-based BPMN diagrams that are
based on web-based BPMN diagrams without having to export the web diagram first. To enable
this capability, you first need to install the XML interchange add-on (on your client tool).
To create an igx-based BPMN diagram that is based on a web-based BPMN diagram, perform the
following steps:
1.
2.
3.

Open the iGrafx® desktop client tool and connect to the repository where the web-based
BPMN diagram is stored
Using the repository tree in the client tool, select/highlight the web-based BPMN diagram
in your repository for which you want to create an igx-based BPMN diagram
Once selected, right-click on it to display the context menu, and choose the “Create
Document From” option:

You should now have the BPMN diagram (in igx format) displayed on your screen. If you want to
store this igx-based BPMN diagram in iGrafx®, you will need to manually add it to the repository
(presumably in a different folder).
NOTE: From this point forward, subsequent updates to the web-based BPMN diagram do not affect
the igx-based BPMN diagram that was just created, and vice versa.
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Converting igx-based BPMN diagrams to
BPMN XML
If you have an iGrafx® desktop client tool (e.g., FlowCharter) with the XML interchange add-on
installed, you can save existing igx-based BPMN diagrams to BPMN 2.0 XML format; thus, giving
you the ability to create web-based BPMN diagrams out of those igx diagrams. To do this:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Using the iGrafx® desktop client tool, open the repository where the igx file is located
Using the repository tree, double click the igx file to launch it
Select the File  Save As menu option
Select the folder where you want to store the converted file
Provide a name for the converted file
Choose “BPMN 2.0 File” as the file format via the Save as type field in the dialog:

7.

Click Save

This will save the file with a .bpmn extension. As such, you can use this file to interchange it with
other tools or to store it as a web-based BPMN diagram in iGrafx® (using the steps previously
described in this chapter).
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Appendix A – Glossary of BPMN Terms
Diagram Object

Description

Process

A flow of Activities that perform organization work. In BPMN, a Process
is depicted with a set of Activities, Events, Gateways, and Sequence
Flow.

Participant

A business entity (e.g., a company, company division, or a customer) or a
business role (e.g., a buyer or a seller) that controls or is responsible for
a business process.

Pool

Pools are graphical representations of Participants. They partition a
Process from other Pools/Participants. A Pool is not required to contain
a Process. The Pool should be named for the Participant it represents or
the Process it contains.

Lane

Lanes represent resources such as internal roles (e.g., Manager,
Associate), systems (e.g., an application), or organizations (e.g., shipping,
finance).

Activity

This is work that an organization performs. Activities includes Tasks and
Sub-Processes (defined below). There is not an “Activity” shape.

Sequence

Shows the order that Activities are performed by the Process.

Flow

•

They cannot cross Sub-Process boundaries

•

They cannot cross Pool boundaries

Message Flow

Shows communication between Participants (e.g. from the Process to a
customer). Message flows cannot connect objects that are within the
same Pool.

Association

Connects text artifacts to other diagram objects.

Generic Task

Denotes where work is performed by the process.
If desired, after adding a Generic Task to the diagram, use the
Diagramming Properties dialog to specify a Task type (e.g. Automated).
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Diagram Object

Description

User Task

Denotes a task performed by a human.

Automated Task

Denotes a task that is performed without a human.

Collapsed SubProcess

Denotes an activity that has more detail that is not visible in the
diagram. Clicking the plus sign opens the additional detail.
Collapsed Sub-Processes do not contain Pools and other repository
diagrams cannot link to a Collapsed Sub-Process.

Embedded SubProcess

Denotes a Sub-Process where the Sub-Process tasks are shown directly
inside the activity.
Sub-Processes can have Ad-Hoc, Transaction, Compensable, and Repeat
Type properties set. See the BPMN specification for details.

Call Activity

An activity that links to another diagram within the repository.

Exclusive Gateway

Divergence: Represents a decision where the flow can take one of two
alternative paths.
Convergence: Multiple sequence flows can also enter an Exclusive
Gateway. If there is only one sequence flow exiting the shape then
uncheck “Decision” in the shape Diagramming Properties dialog.

Parallel Gateway

Divergence: Used to create parallel process flow.
Convergence: When multiple sequence flows enter a Parallel Gateway,
the flow is synchronized and does not continue until both flows have
entered the Gateway.

Generic Event

By default, this Event is added to the diagram without a specific
behavior. In the BPMN terminology, this shape is equivalent to the
“None” Event.

Start Event

Denotes the beginning of a process. It’s good practice to begin and finish
a flow with Start and End Events. To be BPMN compliant, if a Start shape
is used then an End shape must also be used.

End Event

Denotes the end of a process. It is automatically drawn with a thick
border.
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Diagram Object

Description

Timer Event

Denotes waiting time in a process flow.

Message Send

Within a flow, this shape denotes an event that sends a message. At the
end of a flow, the shape denotes where the process sends a message to
another process.

Message Receive

Can start a process when a message is received from another participant
(e.g. via message line from a Pool). Within a flow, the shape denotes
where the process waits to receive a message.

Terminate Event

This event immediately ends all flows through the process. Because this
terminates all processing this event should be used sparingly. Typically,
the End Event is used to end a process flow.

Note

An iGrafx property that provides supplemental documentation on a
shape. Notes can be used to describe an activity procedure.

Text

Provides additional information about the process flow.

Object:
Tool:
Annotation
Object:
Tool:

An iGrafx object, a comment added to a specific location on a diagram.
Annotations can be used for making remarks during a review or approval
cycle.

Additional terms for iGrafx repository objects are available at https://doc.igrafx.com/doc.
On that web page, in the left frame, expand “User Guide / Modeling in the iGrafx Platform” and
click “Enterprise Objects and Folders”:
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Appendix B – BPMN Basics
Naming Conventions
There are no official naming conventions in BPMN, but here are some best practices:

For all objects:
•
•
•
•

Use keywords that are meaningful to the organization
Do not use uncommon abbreviations
Do not use the object type in its name
Avoid articles and pronouns

Activities
•
•
•
•
•

Name them all
Name them with a Verb-Noun phrase {e.g. “Enter Order”)
Use the present tense of an active verb of meaning to the organization
Use a qualified noun of meaning to the organization
Do not name multiple Activities with the same name (except for Call Activities)

Gateways
•
•
•
•

Gateways do not perform any work or make decisions; they simply depict the divergence or
convergence of flow
Do not name converging Gateways
Associate a Text Artifact when convergence logic is not obvious
Name diverging Exclusive Gateways with an interrogative phrase (e.g. “Is Order Large”)

Sequence Flows
•

Name Sequence flows coming out of diverging Gateways using their associated conditions stated
as outcomes (e.g. “Less than $1,000”, “$1000 & More”)

Events
•
•
•
•

All Events should be named
Name Message Events with a past participle using an active verb
Name Timer Events using their schedule
Name End Events using the name of the end state

Pools
•

Name Pools using the Participant’s name or Process name

Lanes
•

Name Lanes using roles (e.g., Manager), systems (e.g., an application), or organizations (e.g.,
shipping)
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BPMN Best Practices
Process Scope
•
•
•

Clearly define the scope of the Process by identifying the Who, What, When, Where and Why of
your process (the Process is the How)
Identify the potential alternative ways to trigger the Process using Start Events
Identify the potential alternative end states of the instances of the Process using End Events

Diagram layouts
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aim for BPMN Diagrams that fit one page
Layout your BPMN Diagrams neatly to ease readability by minimizing flow crossing
Use consistent layout with horizontal Sequence Flows and vertical Message Flows
BPMN Diagrams can loop back but most readers expect a left-to-right ordering
Do not create zigzag layouts of elements
It should be clear what the primary (“Happy”) path of the Process is
Whenever possible, externalize the business rules from the Process to create more concise and
more agile Process models using Business Rule Tasks
Create alternative visualizations of the same Process for different communication purposes and
stakeholders. For example:
o A summary Diagram with all Sub-Processes and Call Activities collapsed
o A verbose Diagram with all Sub-Processes and Call Activities expanded

Process Partitioning and Structure
•
•

To describe Process in-depth, use Collapsed Sub-Processes to define hierarchical Process layers of
detail
Use Call Activities to re-use other Processes

Start and End Events
•
•
•
•

Always use Start and End Events
Distinguish alternative instantiation of the process as separate Start Events
Distinguish various end states as separate End Events
Flows that end in the same end state should be merged to the same End Event

Gateways
•
•
•

Always use Gateways to depict split or merge of flows
Do not use mixed mode Gateways (both diverging and converging)
Always place an Activity that will determine the diverging condition(s) just before a diverging
Gateway

Manual, Automated and Semi-automated Tasks
•
•

•

Use a Manual Task to depict work effort expected to be performed without the aid of any software
application
Use a User Task to depict semi-automated work effort where a human performer uses a software
application to complete the Task
Use an Automated Task to depict word done by a system or application
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iGrafx Training Course Evaluation
Instructions: Please rate the training course from 1 to 5 in the following areas:
Section #1:

The Course

The Pace Of The Course
The Structure Of The Course
The Value of the Exercises
The Quality of the Materials
Overall Evaluation Of The Course
Section #2:

The Instructor

The Instructor’s Preparation
The Instructor’s Presentation
The Instructor’s Knowledge Of iGrafx
The Overall Quality Of The Instructor
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below
average

average

good

very
good
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Instructions: Please indicate your level of agreement or disagreement with the following
statements:
Section 3: Recommendations

strongly disagree
no
agree
disagree
opinion

The course met my objectives.
I would recommend this course to others.

1
1

2
2

3
3

strongly
agree

4
4

Comments: Please add any comments or suggestions for improving the training course:

(Optional)
Name:

Date: ________

Company:
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